Media Release

Germany's largest comparison portal CHECK24 relies on PriceHubble's digital
property valuation
Zurich/Berlin, 17. February 2020 - The largest German comparison portal CHECK24
will from now on use the solutions of the Proptech company PriceHubble. With the
market leader of German comparison portals, a very prominent customer has been
won and growth in Germany has been further accelerated. PriceHubble has been
successful in the German market since 2018 and is already available in four other
markets in Europe and Asia.
With PriceHubble's online real estate valuation service, CHECK24 real estate buyers can
now determine the value of their property quickly and free of charge. Only a few details,
such as the type of property, address, living space, year of construction as well as condition
and information on facilities are necessary in order to obtain a precise and comprehensible
estimated value. In addition to the valuation, buyers receive further useful information.
This includes the value development of the property as well as information on the
surrounding area, e.g. where the nearest schools, shopping facilities, doctors or
pharmacies are located. They can also check the transport connections. For PriceHubble,
the cooperation is an important step in market development, as Christian Crain, Managing
Director of PriceHubble Germany, emphasizes: "With CHECK24, another top player is using
our digital product solutions for real estate and finance professionals, which both confirms
our leading position in the market and strengthens our growth.“
The valuation is based on the PriceHubble model, which uses machine learning to analyse a
wide range of different real estate data, transforming it into algorithms and thus efficiently
determining precise, up-to-date and comprehensible estimated values at the touch of a
button and presenting them attractively.
The integration of the PriceHubble solution on check24.de can be found here:
https://baufinanzierung.check24.de/baufinanzierung/immobilienbewertung

The following image material is available: https://we.tl/t-TyyTdOp6D0
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About PriceHubble
PriceHubble is the leading international proptech company that enables players in the real
estate sector to make real estate and investment decisions based on data-driven insights.
PriceHubble defines a new level of transparency in the real estate industry. The company
aggregates and analyses a wide range of data and uses big data analytics and artificial
intelligence to provide reliable valuations and forecasts. PriceHubble has offices in Zurich,
Berlin, Paris and Tokyo and currently operates in five markets in Europe and Asia.
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